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Your Thoughts Are 
Wanted 
Well some of your thoughts 

SFC von Keyserling 
Editor 

   Traditionally Bottom Times has been used to keep 
the brotherhood of diving strong.  It covers topics that 
are of importance to us as divers, soldiers, and family.  
Bottom Times success is linked directly to the 
feedback provided by you the reader.  If you find a 
new way to utilize a piece of equipment or a better 
way of accomplishing a routine task 

 

by all means 
send a letter or email to me.  Tell me what you found 
out, how you came to your conclusions and why it is 
important for the other divers around the world to 
know what you know. 
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7th Engineer Detachment (Dive)  
CPT Scott Miller 
Commander 

     The 7th Engineer Detachment (Dive) continued to build upon last quarter s success. The third quarter was the busiest 
quarter for the Pacific s only Army dive unit.  Let us first recognize significant events of the quarter:  Congratulations to 
all our expecting families (the Bookers, the Forkhamer's, the Grabowski's, and the Randall's).  We wish you the best of 
health and happiness for you and your newborns. 
     Congratulations to SGT Bibbie, SGT Foster, SGT Grabowski, SGT 
Hawkey, SGT Normandy, and SGT Randall for earning their Salvage 
Diver pins! 
     Congratulations to Janelle Randall for being awarded the prestigious 
Mary E. Walker award for distinguished volunteerism and support to the 
family readiness group!   
Congrats to Ben Brown for his promotion to SSG. 
Congrats to Brian Garlock for his promotion to PFC. 
Farewell to SPC Hodge as she moves onto greener pastures as a civilian.  
Farewell to SGT Burroughs as he moves to HHC under the maintenance 
consolidation.  We shall see him in the motor pool.  
     The last newsletter left you looking ahead to March and April of 
2004.  Throughout March, the 7th Dive geared its training (in addition to 
support cycle taskings) towards tactical and force protection skills beginning with bridge reconnaissance, land navigation, 
and river crossing reconnaissance training, and ending with a week of weapons training and qualification.  A seven-Soldier 
dive team deployed to Lanai from 15 

 

17 March 2004 in order to inspect the Kamalapau Harbor breakwater.  CPT Miller, 
SSG Forkhamer, SSG Green, SSG Hayden, SGT Grabowski, SGT Normandy, and SPC Jiminez participated in the US 

Continued on page 2 
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DCD Notes 
Diving Combat Developer Notes 

MSG Timothy Pagel  

We now fall under the Engineer School (again) and are now 
known as Directorate of  Capabilities Development (DCD).  

-  The Dive Modules for the Future Engineer Force 
have not yet been looked at or implemented.  The new 
structure will be addressed in December at our next big 
conference.  

-  The Infantry School still does not want to give us 
the authorization for our units to have M-4 carbines.  Any 
AAR's or incident reports stating that it would have been 
beneficial to have an M-4 in OIF should be sent to me.  If I 
have enough examples, the Infantry School will give us 
authorization to put them in our TOEs.  

-  Over-all, staying very busy with the Future 
Engineer Force modularity stuff; it will be here before you 
know it. 

TACOM Notes 
SFC Clayton W. Haney  

Current working issues:  TACOM is currently working fielding 
issues for the Recompression Chamber already supplied to 
Engineer units to ensure they have a safe and supportable 
system!  New 6.0 CFM compressors have been issued to all 
units to include Special Operations.  Fielding of the Remotely 
Operated Vehicles (ROV) is currently underway.  The first B 
set will be shipped to Hawaii starting the 1st week in 
September then to the 511th the following week with follow on 
units shortly after.  Research and development of a new oxygen 
transfer pump for SOF is underway, along with the MK 48 
Super Mask, and new dry suits.  Awaiting funding and 
guidance on the survey system to upgrade software and 
hardware, currently this falls under the Engineer survey system 
at FLW.  We are also working on updating and revising the 
SC's to reflect new configurations and authorizations.  
Delineating equipment between Special Operations Forces and 
Engineer Dive Teams is of particular interest. 
     Funding stream actions have transferred to this office since 
all PEO's will now provide Life cycle sustainment.  Engineer 
units must provide input to what works and what does not 
work, the unit through a Mission Needs Statement should 

Army Corps of Engineer mission.  The 7th

 

Dive will be 
conducting monthly QA/QC inspections of the 
breakwater in Lanai beginning in September for the 
duration of the 21month USACE project.   
     April found the 7th Dive preparing for the upcoming 
months ahead.  CPT Miller, 1SG Heikkinen, and SSG 
Hayden flew to Sydney, Australia to plan the joint US 
and Australian Army Engineer Diver exercise, Pacific 
Bond 2004.  1LT Chaney flew to Kwajalein Atoll, 
Republic of Marshall Islands, to plan June s Kwaj 
surveys.  Australian divers also flew to Hawaii to plan 
their part of PACBOND04.  A dive team of CPT Miller, 
SSG Forkhamer, SGT Alexander, SGT Randall, and 
SPC Keesee flew to Maui to show the Australians the 
part of the US-led portion of PACBOND04.   
     In May, the month began with a celebration of the 
engineer branch with the Engineer Run, Golf 
tournament, and Engineer Ball.  All those who attended 
had a wonderful time.  Following Engineer Days, the 7th 

Dive quickly deployed to the west coast of Oahu to 
conduct their annual deep diving exercise, Deep Blue.  
SGT Randall and PFC Garlock were recognized as the 
heroes of the exercise.   
     June found one dive team deployed to Chuuk and 
Yap, Federated States of Micronesia, and the other in 
Kwajalein Atoll.  In Chuuk and Yap, the team of CPT 
Miller, 1SG Heikkinen, SSG Hayden, SGT Bibbie, SGT 
Foster, SGT Normandy, and SPC Jiminez conducted 
side scan and salvage survey operations to support 
disaster preparedness and mitigation assessment.  During 
the Kwaj surveys involving 1LT Chaney, SSG Green, 
SSG Vaughan, SSG Brown, SGT Hawkey, SPC 
Galbreath, and PFC Garlock, the team hopped from 
island to island conducting hydrographic survey 
operations.   
     Looking ahead to the fourth quarter (July, August, 
September), the 7th Dive will be doing deep dive and 
underwater construction training (as part of 
PACBOND04) with the Australian divers off the coast 
of Maui, Oahu, and Sydney, Australia.  The 7th Dive 
eagerly anticipates this awesome exercise.     
V/R, CPT Scott Miller DEEP SEA! 

7th Engineer Detachment (Dive) Continued 

submit any items that are needed but not available. 
     TACOM: The Material Developer (MD) function is 
to provide logistics, acquisition, contracting and life 
cycle support for all diving equipment, Engineer and 
Special Operations forces.  The Material Developer must 
work closely with both Combat Developers. 

 
TACOM  Continued 
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Chief Diving Supervisor 
MSG Kane  

     Training  Diver training is going through a lot of changes at this time from the Army and the Navy.  The dive school is 
revising its way of training by going to a modular system where every student gets the same core training modules and 
additional specific modules based on job requirements.  The Army is adding training requirement to all levels of training 
based on lesson learned from OIF and OEF and the NCOES system is being revised.   
Some changes:      

- Adding FBCB2 training to BNCOC but it hasn t been decided to what phase of training it will be added (TRADOC 
directed) 

- Adding blocks of instruction to cover lessons learned and ethical decision making to ANCOC and BNCOC (TRADOC 
directed) 

- Deleting ANCOC CLT.  May be replaced with DL but in the interim the CLT just goes away as of 1 Oct 04. 
- 3 Tier NCOES system still being evaluated for possible implementation in 05/06.  With this system, many MOSs will 
merge the tech phases of BNCOC and ANCOC.  This will of course not work for diving and a solution to MDV 
qualifications will have to be found. 

- A new process for handling NCOES failures should be coming from the Army soon.  Unconditional promotions to E6/7 
will not work for diving.  If the Army s current NCOES failure policies are not changed in the near future, a process 
within the dive field will be developed and implemented.  

     SFC Von Keyserling has hit the ground running as the Senior Training Developer in DTD (formally DOTD).  He is 
working diligently on bringing the STP tasks up to speed.  He is sending many of them to people in the field to review.  
Please take to time to help him out.  The work he is doing is to help you in training your Soldiers.  As the adage goes, give 
input or get diving according to Von.  Again, he is doing great things for diving.  I wonder if he will slow down when his 
baby is born next month. 

     MSG Pagel has addressed the Force redesign.  This maybe our best chance to get under an Engineer flag in the near 
future.  The TAA-13 in December may give us a lot of answers to the future of diving.  

     Accreditation  I am working on getting the dive courses and our MOS reevaluated for college equivalent credit.  We are 
awarded many technical skill credits but lack core credits.  I have looked at some other MOSs and have found that many 
credits that others are getting should be given to us as well.  Additional credits are also being awarded for specific duty 
assignments within some MOSs.  Hopefully by rewording our MOS and dive course descriptions, our Soldiers will be fair 
better on their ARRTS transcripts and be able reach their college goals faster.    

    Training opportunities 

 

I ask that the Commanders and senior NCOs look to the divers at FLW for help on missions or 
to extend the opportunity for FLW diver to train with units on missions.  Senior leaders on FLW are concerned that diving 
skills will be lost being out of the diving world.   I thank the units that have allowed FLW divers to work with them and 
hope that these opportunities continue and increase.  Units are doing many great and exciting missions.  Divers should take 
advantage of every opportunity to hone their skills  

AARs 

 

we have received a few here at FLW in the past year but not as many as expected.  Please forward them to MSG 
Pagel, SFC Von or myself so we have them on file to reference.  Also ensure that they are in somewhat of an Army format 
and that they don t read like a diary.  

The way ahead 

 

The Army is transforming and transforming fast and the Engineer Regiment is leading the way.  Divers 
must ensure that the field remains relevant on the battlefield.  The efforts and conduct of the divers deployed has not gone 
unnoticed.  Senior leaders at FLW are very impressed with the high level of professionalism and technical proficiency of 
divers.  Keep up the great work.  Deep Sea!    
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Ft. Eustis Dive Company 
CPT Clayton Lull  

DUE TO OPERATIONAL SECURITY, THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS NOT 100% ACCURATE.  THIS MEDIUM 
IS UNCLASSIFIED. 

 

On going deployment news (OIF/OEF)  
Here are some of the missions that the 544th and 74th did while they were deployed.  This list is in no means all-

inclusive: 
544th EN TM (DIVE) OPERATIONS IN SUPPORT OF OIF I

 

Mission 

 

Unit Supported

 

Start End 

 

F-18/Pilot Recovery Mission Navy 10-Apr 13-Apr 
Hydrographic Survey at OBJ Peach 814th EN Co 16-Apr 16-Apr 
Sensitive Item Recovery for 101st ABN 101st ABN 17-Apr 17-Apr 
Hydrographic Survey at Tikrit 565th EN BN 23-Apr 27-Apr 
Bridge Reconnaissance of Pontoon Bridges  130th EN BDE 26-Apr 27-Apr 
Debris Removal/ Salvage at OBJ Chamberlain 937th EN GRP 29-Apr 1-May 
Sea Mine Search at OBJ Peach 937th EN GRP 4-May 5-May 
EOD Support at LSA Anaconda EOD TM 4-May 4-May 
Water Pumping Support 864th EN BN 8-May 18-May 
Hydrographic Survey for Lake in Ad Duyal 130th EN BDE 8-May 9-May 
WMD Search (Baghdad) 3ID 12-May 14-May 
WMD Search (Ar Ramadi) 3 ACR 13-May 22-May 
Recon of Debris in Tigris River 101st ABN 18-May 19-May 
CH-46 Helicopter and Crew Recovery 1 MEF 20-May 23-May 
Oil Spill Containment 101st ABN 29-May 

  

Port Ash Shuaiba Recon 
143rd 

TRANSCOM 
2-Jun 5-Jun 

 

74TH EN TM (DIVE) OPERATIONS IN SUPPORT OF OIF I

   

WMD SEARCHES    (TIKRIT) 

 

BLACK HAWK RECOVERY OPS  (SAMMARA) 

 

BODY RECOVERY OPS    (SAMMARA) 

 

BRIDGE DEMOLITION    (TIKRIT) 

 

RIVER CROSSING RECONNAISSANCE  (TIGRIS/EUPHRATES) 

 

HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEYS   (TIKRIT) 

 

BLACK HAWK RECOVERY OPS  (TIGRIS) 

 

BODY RECOVERY OPS    (TIGRIS) 

 

HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEYS   (PORT ASH SHUAIBA) 

 

LSV SCREW INSPECTION/CHANGE  (PORT ASH SHUAIBA) 

 

HULL CLEANINGS/INSPECTIONS  (PORT ASH SHUAIBA) 

 

DEBRIS REMOVAL    (TIKRIT)  

The 86th is doing a lot of great things as well.  Here are some of the things they have done and will be doing:  

 

HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEY   (PORT ASH SHUAIBA) 

 

LSV SCREW MAINTANENCE   (PORT ASH SHUAIBA) 

 

BODY RECOVERY OPS    (BALAD) 

 

BODY RECOVERY OPS    (BALAD) 

 

OFF-SHORE OIL RIG INSPECTION  (PORT ASH SHUAIBA) 
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Weider and Dodd on the Tigris working at 
fixing some malfunctions with the dredging 
system 

86th Continued  

 
UNDERWATER SHIPS HUSBANDRY (PORT ASH SHUAIBA) 

 
LSA ANACONDA WATER SUPPLY  (LSA ANACONDA) 

 
FISHING TRAWLER SALVAGE (KUWAITI NAVAL BASE) 

 

SMALL VESSEL SALVAGE  (KNB) 

 

VESSEL SECURITY SWIMS  (KNB / ASH SHUAIBA) 

 

UPCOMING: 
o VESSEL SECURITY SWIMS  (UM QASR) 
o DAM REPAIR / INSPECTION (MOSUL) 
o WATER INTAKE REPAIR (LSA ANACONDA)    

2.  TDY jobs 

    

Here s a list of what the Dive Co. has done over the past year:  

JAN:  Operation Southbound Trooper:  (Combined and Joint Training w/ the U.S. Navy and Royal Canadian 
Engineers and Infantry units  conducted numerous diving scenarios in a field environment including a 
MEDEVAC of a diving casualty utilizing Navy Helo support.  Helo support was also used for flying into 
various WMD, bridge recon, etc., missions)   

FEB:   74th Redeployment  
              86th Deployment  

511th JLOTS (11 Feb-13 Mar) support in Honduras (worked w/ Navy in SALM installation)   
544th Embrey Dam Demolition, Fredericksburg, VA (largest explosive demolition of a dam in the 
CONUS in the last 50 years) 
511th Joint Training w/ Navy EOD unit 2 (limpet mine searching, underwater demo training)  

MAR:   511th Fort Monroe Pier Rehab (08 MAR-10 JUN):  Tore down and rebuilt three piers at Ft. Monroe 
since they were destroyed by Hurricane Isabel saving $1.2 million   
544th Coast Guard Hull Inspections in Yorktown      

APR: 544th Caven Pt., NJ, Recon   
569th Deep Chocolate (11-26 APR) diving and salvage training in Yorktown, VA   
544th Kerr Dam Inspection (12-15 APR)   
CO Range Week:  (27-29 APR) M-16 / Demo / NBC Ranges    

MAY: 74th Conemaugh, PA Bridge Recon (3-7 May)   
569th FSVA JLOTS support (15-22 MAY)   
74th USACE Philadelphia, PA (17-21 May) propeller recovery (DA Tasking)   

JUN: 544th Stamford, CT (1-4 Jun) Hurricane Barrier Inspection  
544th Opekiska, WVa (7-11 Jun) Bridge Inspections 
DIVER WEEK (24-30 Jun):  Mark V dives, Diver Reunion, Commander s Challenge     

JUL: DEEP BLUE (25 Jun  25 Jul) 
74th Mare Island, CA (16-22 Jul)  FORSCOM Tasking to inspect vessels before placing them in Pre-
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Positioned Stock   
CPT Lull and 1LT Wertz visit the 86th in Kuwait (17-25 Jul)   
544th Caven Point, NJ Pier Rehab / Jetting / Bumper installation (25 Jul-20 Aug)   
74th Conemaugh, PA Bridge Inspections (26 Jul-06 Aug)     

AUG: 74th PLT FTX (15-20 Aug)   
511th Block Leave   
74th JTF-6 Recon   
Bauer Compressor and Zodiac Repair Classes    

SEP: 511TH POM Training 
Embrey Dam Ceremony: Dive Co. getting recognized by the Secretary of Defense and Senator Warner at 
the Senate building for their work for the Embrey Dam demolition (Certificate signed by the President of 
the United States) 
COMPANY RANGE WEEK / FTX   

OCT: COMPANY FTX   
544th Stamford, CT, Hurricane Barrier repair / anode replacement   
511th Advanced Marksmanship Training / PLT FTX / Convoy Live Fire  

3.  Recent Promotions/Dive ratings/retirements  

Recent promotions include SGT Connoly(Aug), SGT Williams(Aug) and Specialist Dean(Sep).  

Recent PCS departures include; to PC SFC Bryant(Sep), SSG Karp(Aug) by way of 1C school, SGTs Tyler(Aug) 
and Sowards(Aug)- to FLW SFC Irvin(Aug), SSG Bascomb(Aug) to become phase 1 instructors - 1LTs Hurst(Oct) 
and Inskeep(Oct) to parts unknown - to Hawaii SGT Craig(Oct) - SGT Anderson(Jul),SGT Petty(Jul) WOC school.  

The following people are or have ETS'd - SGT Ambrosen(Aug), SGT Lane, SGT Marcy(Jul), SGT Olson(Jul), 
SPC Long(Jul), SPC Lauer(Aug), PVT Harburg(Jul)  

The following soldiers are or have recently retired, SPC Distassi(Jul), SSG Brown(Oct), MSG Casey(Nov)   

4.  Opinions on equipment issues/fielding:   

Plenty  

5.  New additions to the dive community (babies, marriages):  

Congratulations to SPC Boyd and his new bride Catherine.  

Stribling baby girl. 
Hallman baby girl. 
Mrs. Bonner due this month.  

New arrivals 2C divers 
SPC Schults and Cleveland, medics PFC Nadeua and SGT Payne.  

6.  THE DIVE COMPANY 
CAN ONCE AGAIN WEAR 
THE BLACK AND GOLD 
T-SHIRT AS THE PT 
UNIFORM!!!!!!!!!!!  
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Phase I Comments 
SFC Marlo Mendoza       

Well, it s time to leave the bottom.  I ve reached saturation.  It has been a great experience and an honor to welcome 
each and every new diver entering the field.  Drill Sergeant Chebahtah (formerly known as Chewy) and I will be 
departing roughly around the same time frame.  We confidently hand the reigns over to SSG(P) Irvin and SSG Bascomb.  
They ll make a great team as they get into the groove of how things work in still waters.  I hope our product reaching the 
units isn t too disappointing (sorry couldn t screen them all).  I ll be reporting to FEVA around mid November and rumor 
has it 544th will be taking me.  Thanks guys I m looking forward to working with you.  TOPSIDE! SFC MENDOZA.  
LEFT BOTTOM!      

You call me Chewy , and I ll kill ya ..calm down Chewy.  I am looking forward to moving down to PC and getting 
to work!  Can t argue with the fact that it is the easiest Drill slot in the Army, but the PVT's won t know that.  It will be 
good to see some of the old faces (and I mean old [i.e. 1SG Wilson]), as well as some of the newer ones coming through 
1C.  Not much else to say oh, I did have a girlfriend but she moved to Iraq.  If anyone has a sister or ex-wife they don t 
want to talk to anymore, I d be willing to help out.        

Life s good out here in Missour a.  I am just getting settled in and starting to enjoy instructing Phase I.  It is a good 
change of pace from FEVA.  MDV Pagel, SSG Irvin and I have started the Missouri Deep Sea Motocross Club and go 
riding on the weekends.   MDV Mendoza and DS Chebahtah have an excellent Program of Instruction in place and it 
made the change over easy.  We just started class and the candidates are slim pickens .  I plan to continue on weeding out 
the weak and scared.  Nobody told me I had to know how to swim.

      

Well, like Greg Bascomb said, life is pretty good out here because we are able to ride the ATV s without having to 
worry about the police.  Greg has his work cut out for him for the next few weeks because I will be laid up in the bed with 
a broken foot from a motorcycle accident.  So far I like this place, hopefully I can stay out here for 5 years like Marlo.  
Maybe I can learn to keep the rubber side down by then.  
     In other news, Drill Sergeant Baumgartner is moving to the Senior Drill position sometime in November, but the real 
news is that he and his wife are expecting a little one, Congratulations. 

 

Delta Company 577th 

SFC James W. Musser   

Changes to curriculum:  
AIT has been updated to include all required resident trained tasks as mandated by the critical task list last updated Dec 
03.  Major improvements include; hydrographic survey, side scan sonar, equipment licensing, SDASS, coast guard 
boating safety course, the field problem is much more realistic and modeled after a TOE dive team X-Eval.  The new 32 
and 5 requirements for tasks and battle drills will require some new additions to the course and maybe even a course 
length increase.  The most important improvement has been using Army MTOE equipment frequently throughout the 
course, hopefully this will increase the graduate s usefulness when they arrive at the units. 

BNCOC:  The first 10 weeks of 1st class school is essentially the same as it has always been.  Which is why we are 
taking a serious look at running stand alone A1C classes so that the students can learn to sup by a tangible standard.  We 
have made major improvements to the 4 weeks of Army unique training.  7 days of hydrographic survey, 7 days of side 
scan sonar, five days of supervisor casualty management, sup demo and mine countermine operations. 

ANCOC(MDV):  For the first time in DOD diving history the Master diver course, is a course.  After the eval portion, 
students are treated to two weeks of fluorescent light hell with exciting and badly needed topics, such as;  Deployment 
planning, Engineer diver recon ops, mine counter mine ops, salvage and force protection.  The Army Master Diver course 
as been improved substantially and graduates should be expected to perform well and improve unit deployability when 
they take over as platoon sergeants. 
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Engineer Basic Diving Officer Course(EBDO)?:  Yes you heard it right, EBDO.  Due to the Navy's lack of interest in 
BDO's they have decided to discontinue the course.  After carefully analyzing the usefulness of the Army BDO, I was 
promptly fired and a new team was hired to develop a plan for gauntlet training EBDO's and AIT.  We have had one 
extensive meeting, it lasted almost thirty minutes and a vague skeletal outline was almost agreed to for 06.  More to follow 

Recent graduates:  
No new graduates to speak of, but we sure are ready to get rid of these BDO's.  And after the multiple officer development 
sessions that they have had with CPT English.  I think they are ready to go.  Due to the Sea Bees we had a non-conduct on 
the May Class, so we have taught the entire first 6 weeks of dive school to the hold overs to prepare them for the first 6 
weeks of dive school.  We have another 6 weeks before they class up so we are going to teach them the first 6 weeks again, 
but this time in reverse order, to give them a little variety.  Ever hear of someone dropping on request before they start?  The 
instructors curriculum development fun-o-meter is pegged.  We decided to take on a Navy submariner and civilian SCUBA 
class to blow a little stress.  I think their class motto is going to be "right place, wrong time" 

        The next A2C course is a big one, 15 Army and 15-17 Sea-bees.  They should keep us busy.  As matter of fact it looks 
like a busy year in general.  We currently have 2 first class students on board, SSG Karp and SSG Cox.  The past year has 
seen several Army first class students who were either marginal grads or came to school un-prepared.  We have since laid 
down the gauntlet, there is a standard here, and if you don't show up meeting it you re gone. 

        We have had 4 new arrivals, CPT English, SGT Sowards,  SGT Tyler and SPC Henderson(AKA spec med), SSG 
Chewy will arrive shortly as our new DS and SFC Bryant will be coming soon to take over ANCOC from SFC Spaw.  We 
have had 3 losses, SSG Hoomalu(OCS), SSG Hallman(OCS) and someone who was a fixture around here, SGT Gann.  SGT 
Sowards is our new OPs fixture and I am sure he will prove to be just as entertaining as his predecessor (just kidding).  SFC 
Spaw will begin wearing a new hat, liaison to the Center for EOD and Diving.  He will also bear the load of the curriculum 
manager for all of the Army Courses.  With the Navy's revolution in training, his job will be extremely important to prevent 
the Army from getting revolutionized without our knowledge. 

Upcoming events:  
The Army Diver Association will have there 2005 reunion in Panama City.  I am sure that we will have some involvement 
with the logistics of this event and will keep the field informed.  Due to limited number of folks in the unit, it is very 
difficult to keep a war chest through donations.  We have decided to host a car wash to raise some funds.  Guy Lohman has 
volunteered to shave his entire body, put on a g-string and hold the sign.  Since the only addition to his normal Saturday 
routine is holding up a sign, he had no major objections. 
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FBCB2  

What it is 

 

What it does

 

SFC von Keyserling 
    FBCB2 or Force XXI Battle Command Brigade and Below is a 
system that will bring total battle field awareness to units below 
brigade level.  The system provides the following capabilities to the 
user: 

- Principal Digital Command and 
Control (C2) System for the 
Army at Brigade and Below 

- Increased Situational Awareness 
(SA) on the Battlefield 

o Accurate, timely 
friendly force 
picture 

o Accurate 
depiction of 
reported enemy 
locations 

o Obstacles and 
known hazards 

- Distribute Battle Command 
information 

o Orders and reports 

     The system is mounted adjacent to your vehicle radio system with the screen set to the TC.  Utilizing and unused portion of 
bandwidth and Frequency hopping technology, FBCB2 will communicate with others on the battle field leaping from one 
antenna to the next.  It also comes with a separate GPS antenna send/receive function.  Overall it will enable the PSG and PL to 
see up to the minute changes in the battle field, enemy locations, numbers and equipment.  FBCB2 allows the user to conduct 
map recon s of routes, send in all types of reports, and request for supplies, Medevac, and more.  It will issue Alerts and 
warnings if you approach known danger areas and allow you to instant message other users on the battle field.  

Characteristics/Description:

  

 Interconnects Platforms through a Communications Infrastructure called the Tactical Internet (TI), EPLRS and 
SINCGARS radios, to pass Situational Awareness data and Command and Control messages 

 

 Increased platform-level efficiency 
- Scaleable Maps and Imagery 
- Steer-to navigation 
- Line-Of-Sight planning 
- Far-Target locate  

 *This information was provided by the facilitators of the training here at Fort Leonard Wood.* 

o Graphic overlays 

-

 

Consists of Ruggedized Appliqué Hardware and Software integrated into over 30 Weapon Systems Platforms
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Artist

 

wanted to draw 
humorous cartoons about 
diving and things 
concerning a diver s life 
in general.  Position pays 
high in atta-boys and 
maybe a cup of coffee 
sometime.  Cartoonist 
can feel free to draw 
divers in all the greatness 
and glory that is a diver.  

Help Wanted:  Any one 
having knowledge of 
civilian jobs that may fit 
a diver soon to retire or 
ETS.  Send info to 
Bottom Times 

Photos wanted:  Anyone 
interested in seeing their 
photographic achievements 
printed in a highly 
acclaimed newspaper 
should not submit their 
photos to Bottom Times.  
Individuals who would like 
to donate pictures to 
bottom times and get a nice 
Thanx feel free to email 

them to SFC von 
Keyserling.  

Items for sale/Rent:  Stop 
being a cheap skate and list 
it in an actual news paper. 

CLASSIFIEDS 

Army news:  If something 
neat is happening in the 
Army or military, type up 
an article and I will see 
about getting it into the 
next issue.  

Getting ready to leave 
military diving check out 
these web sites for 
employment opportunities: 
http://www.divewise.com/e
mployment/default.asp

  

http://www.scubadivingdea
ls.com/scubadivingjobs/

 

http://www.diveweb.c
om/commdive/features
/20kjobs.html

  

http://www.florida-
scuba.com/dive_jobs.h
tm

  

The following page is a briefing poster that shows how information is supposed to travel in our field.  For those of you 
with means to a good plotter you should be able to enlarge the picture to approximately 22x28 inches.  I will try and 
make some cool dive posters for the next issue. 

http://www.divewise.com/e
mployment/default.asp
http://www.scubadivingdea
ls.com/scubadivingjobs/
http://www.diveweb.c
om/commdive/features
/20kjobs.html
http://www.florida-
scuba.com/dive_jobs.h
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More on 7th Dive 
By Cpt Scott Miller  

     Phase I (PACBOND04 Hawaii).  During this phase, the PACBOND contingent conducted surface 
supplied, SCUBA, underwater welding, ships husbandry, and chamber operations.  Five days were spent 
on the LSV off the coast of Lahaina, Maui, diving in depths up to 50 feet (15 meters).  Three days were 
spent on the LSV off the coast of Nanakuli, Oahu, diving in depths up to 90 feet (27 meters).  The 46 
Soldier contingent was split into three teams; each team was composed of half US and AS divers.  While 

off the coast of Maui, each team rotated through one of three dive 
sides each day.  Generally, these sides consisted of one surface 
supplied (SL17K helmet) underwater welding dive side rehearsing 
surface decompression on oxygen (SUR D 02) in the chamber, 
another surface supplied underwater welding dive side rehearsing in 
water decompression, and a SCUBA side diving from zodiac boats in 
nearby locations.  During the Maui portion, two teams welded in 
surface supplied while the third team dove SCUBA.  The welding 
project consisted of welding one foot by one foot square quarter inch 
steel plates together.  Over 300 one foot welds were completed during 
phase I.  Both surface supplied diving sides were limited to a 

maximum of 75 minutes of bottom time at the 50-foot depth.  Other operations conducted include ships 
husbandry.  Surface supplied divers used the hydraulic scrubber on the majority of the hull of the LSV.  
SCUBA divers manually cleaned the screws, rudders, and other small surfaces not cleaned by the 
hydraulic scrubber.  While off the coast of Oahu, each team once again rotated through one of three dive 
sides each day.  Generally, these sides consisted of one surface supplied underwater welding dive side 
rehearsing deep dive in water decompression, another surface supplied dive side rehearsing deep dive 
SUR D O2s in the chamber, and a SCUBA side diving from 
zodiac boats in nearby locations.  During the Oahu portion, one 
team welded, the other team did umbilical stretches and rehearsed 
SUR D 02s, and the third team conducted SCUBA dives on the 
outlet pipe of the power plant (known as electric beach).  Both 
surface supplied diving sides were limited to a maximum of 
20 minutes of bottom time at the 90-foot depth.  The major 
limiting factor for US-led operations was the Australian 
dive tables.  The Australian dive tables are much more 
conservative as compared to the US dive tables.  The waiver 
disapproval (discussed below) limited the depth of US-led 
operations to 30 meters (98 feet), significantly limited bottom times at depth, prevented planned in-water 
decompression dives as well as surface decompression on oxygen.                   

a) Total Bottom Time  = 56 hours 21 minutes 
b) Total number of dives = 101 
c) Average Bottom Time = 33.5 minutes 
d) Average Depth = 57.1 feet (17.4 meters) 

A surface supplied diver uses the hydraulic 
scrubber on the hull of the LSV.    

A surface supplied diver welds off the coast 
of Lahaina, Maui.   
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     Phase II (PACBOND04 Australia).  During this phase, the PACBOND contingent conducted surface 

supplied, SCUBA, underwater Broco cutting, underwater concrete 
placement, lift bag recovery, and underwater obstacle construction 
operations.  All operations were conducted pier side at the HMAS 
Penguin.  Three working sites were established:  slipway removal, 
underwater concrete placement, and obstacle construction.  The same 
three teams rotated through each of the sites.  The slipway removal 
task involved surface supplied (KM-18 band mask) underwater Broco 
cutting of steel rail bolted to 3-ton concrete beams.  The obstacle 
construction task was conducted in SCUBA.  It involved the use of lift 
bags to raise the steel rail and concrete beam sections.  Once on the 
surface, the divers finned the concrete sections to bay four where the 

concrete beams were stacked to form an obstacle.  The steel rail was recovered, cut on the surface, and 
then welded together underwater to form another obstacle in bay two.  In order to build the obstacle in bay 
two, holes had to be dug and the steel rail had to be lifted into place with lift bags.  Once in place, sections 
were welded together to form the obstacle.  The concrete placement task involved formwork construction, 
underwater concrete placement, and subsequent formwork removal.  The concrete slab built was to be 
used as the Army Dive Wing s cutting and welding platform.  All concrete tasks were conducted in 
surface supplied (SSBA) dive mode.  Another task performed during phase II include burying inert bombs 
to assist an EOD research project.  This task involved SCUBA (CABA) operations using an airlift and 
shoveling sand to make a ditch large enough to fit the bomb.  The airlift was composed of PVC pipe, a 
single SCUBA tank, and a control valve.  Other military training conducted during this phase was the 
Sydney Harbor Bridge absail (rappel) and using the Hilti gun for expedient steel plate emplacement (very 
few US divers were exposed to this technique and equipment).     
                        

e) Total Bottom Time = 101 hours 49 minutes  
f) Total number of dives = 119 
g) Average Bottom Time = 51.3 minutes 
h) Average Depth = 17.9 feet (5.5 meters)  

2) PACBOND04 Totals.     
a) Total Bottom Time = 158 hours 10 minutes 
b) Total number of dives = 220 
c) Average Bottom Time = 43.1 minutes 
d) Average Depth = 39 feet (11.9 meters)          

A surface supplied diver cuts bolts 

A SCUBA diver uses lift bags to 
move the 3-ton concrete beam. 
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Equipment issues and comments:  

SFC Ramirez 
For the most part, all our new equipment is working out great. The 6.0's work great; Deep-sea sets 

and UCS sets are very nice. We haven't worked with the chamber much, but I believe it will work fine if 
you don't use the SAT-C system. TACOM may want to examine the idea of stainless steel 60 gallon tanks 
on the 88's. The ones we have rust easily. There is also a problem with the Tescom hand-loader on the 
CRS's. This replacement hand-loader (Tescom vs. Circle Seal) fails in the open position frequently, 
possibly due to no dome loader on the secondary system.   

SFC Haney (TACOM) 
The above is the first official info I have received as to problems with equipment, I have put it out 

several times that if something is a continual problem please let me know as soon as possible.  (I.E. 
Tescom Hand Loader, Volume Tanks)  That way I am able to distinguish between a manufacturer or 
operator error which we seem to have a lot of. My e-mail address is: clayton.haney@us.army.mil. Ph. 
309-782-1021.  First a call with an e-mail follow up.                                
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